
PRE-CALCULUS    LOGARITHMIC AND EXP. FUNCTIONS (5.6) 
 
GRAPHS OF LOG. FUNCTIONS:  REFLECTION of EXP. FUNCTIONS about LINE Y = X 
EXPONENTIAL   INVERSE OF  LOGARITHIM FUNCTION  
 Y = Ax   X = Ay   Y = LOG a X 

 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
SOLVING LOGARITHMIC EQUATIONS 
 

2 LOG 5 X = LOG 5 9    LOG 4 (X + 3) + LOG 4 (2 - X) = 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P#9  LOG X + LOG (X + 15) = 2 
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SUMMARY
Properties of Logarithms
In the list that follows, a > 0, a "* 1, and b > 0, b "* 1; also, M > 0 and N > O.
Definition y = log, x means x = aY
Properties of logarithms log, 1 = 0; log, a = 1

a1og"M= M; logaar = r
10ga(MN) = 10gaM + logaN

10ga( ~) = 10gaM - logaN

10ga(~) = -logaN

log, M' = r log, M
10gbM

Change-of-Base Formula log,M = -1--
ogba.....==~ ~ ~ ~ -=====--==-:::. ~ -=~--

FEATURE

Logarithms were invented about 1590 by
John Napier (1550-1617) and Joost Bi.irgi
(1552-1632), working independently.
Napier, whose work had the greater in-
fluence, was a Scottish lord, a secretive
man whose neighbors were inclined to be-
lieve him to be in league with the devil.

His approach to logarithms was very different from ours;
it was based on the relationship between arithmetic and
geometric sequences (see Chapter 12 on induction and
sequences) and not on the inverse function relationship
of logarithms to exponential functions (described in Sec-
tion 5.3). Napier's tables, published in 1614, listed what
would now be called natural logarithms of sines and were

John Napier
(1550-1617)

rather difficult to use. A London professor, Henry
Briggs, became interested in the tables and visited Napi-
er. In their conversations, they developed the idea of
common logarithms, which were published in 1617.Their
importance for calculation was immediately recognized,
and by 1650 they were being printed as far away as
China. They remained an important calculation tool
until the advent of the inexpensive handheld calculator
about 1972,which has decreased their calculational, but
not their theoretical, importance.

A side effect of the invention of logarithms was the
popularization of the decimal system of notation for real
numbers.

5.4 E X ERe I 5 E 5

In Problems 1-12, suppose that In 2 = a and In 3 = b. Use properties of logarithms to write each logarithm in terms of a and b.
1. In 6 2. In~ 3. In 1.5 4. In0.5

6. In(~)

10.ln~

5. 1n(2e)

9.ln~

7. In 12 8. In24

11. IOg23 12. IOg32

In Problems 13-28, write each expression as a sum and/or difference of logarithms. Express powers as factors.

13. IO&(U2V3) 14. IOg2(;2) 15. log ~3 16. log(10u2)

17. IOg5~ 18. IOg6( ;;) 19. In(x2~) 20. In(x~)

21. IOg2(~) 22. IOg5(~) 23. IOg[X(X + 2~] 24.IOg[X
3Vx+}]

X - 3 x-I (x + 3) (x - 2)



SOLVING EXPONENTIAL EQUATIONS 
Rewrite into same base, if possible….   Isolate AX  Then solve for X 
 
4X - 2X – 12 = 0         (8) (3X) = 5 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
P#17  2X = 10        5X – 2 = 33X + 2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
USING GRAPHING CALCULATOR TO SOLVE FOR X 
 
LOG 3 X  +  LOG 4 X  = 4 
 
FIND THE INTERSECTION POINT BETWEEN GRAPHS ….. 
 

  
 

 
 

 

X + EX = 2       
 
 
 
 
 
 
HW 5.6; 5, 17, 11, 13, 15, 19, 21, 33, 37, 43, 45, 47   (On separate paper show all work) 
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5x-2 = 33x+2

In y-2 = In 33x+2 Property (7)

Property (6)(x - 2)ln5 = (3x + 2)ln3

(In 5)x - 21n5 = (31n~)x + 21n3
(In 5)x - (31n3)x = 21n3 + 21n5

Distribute.

Place terms involving
x on the left.

(In5 - 31n3)x = 21n3 + 21n 5 Factor.

2(In3 + In5)
x = ;::;-3.212

In5-31n3 -
NOW WORK PROBLEM 25.

3
Graphing Utility Solutions
The techniques introduced in this section apply only to certain types of log-
arithmic and exponential equations. Solutions for other types are usually
studied in calculus, using numerical methods. However, we can use a graph-
ing utility to approximate the solution.

_ Solving Equations Using a Graphing Utility

Solve: IOg3x + IOg4X = 4
Express the solution(s) rounded to two decimal places.

Figure 33 Sol uti 0 n The solution is found by graphing
Y1 = log3x + IOg4x log x log X

Y1= log, X + log, X = -1- + -1 4 and Y2 = 4og3 og

(Remember that you must use the Change-of-Base Formula to graph Y1.)
Y1 is an increasing function (do you know why?), and so there is only one
point of intersection for Y1 and Y2• Figure 33 shows the graphs of Y1and Y2•
Using the INTERSECT command, the solution is 11.61,rounded to two dec-
imal places. _

Y2 = 4

Can you discover an algebraic solution to Example 7?
[Hint: Factor logx from Y\.]

_ Solving Equations Using a Graphing Utility

Figure 34
4

Solution

'Int'll:r5'1l:ction
10 ~=11.6(J6917 '1'='1

3.5
. 15

Solve: x + e' = 2
Express the solution(s) rounded to two decimal places.

The solution is found by graphing Y1 = X + e' and Y2 = 2. Y1 is an in-
creasing function (do you know why?), and so there. is only one point of
intersection for Y1 and Y2• Figure 34 shows the graphs of Y1and Y2• Using
the INTERSECT command, the solution is 0.44 rounded to two decimal
places. _

Y2 = 2

Int'll:rs'Il:ctiono ~=.'1'12B5'1'1~'I'=2

o
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